Observation Nature

SUR LES PAS DU LOUP IBÉRIQUE
PARC NATIONAL PENEDA-GERÊS
Venez en apprendre encore plus sur cet animal
emblématique de la région qui, tantôt fascine, tantôt
suscite haine et peur. En suivant ses pas, vous
découvrirez son écosystème, mais aussi l'importance
de sa préservation.
La lutte séculaire pour sa propre survie, mais
également le combat Loup Vs Homme, ont laissé des
marques bien visibles dans le territoire et dans
l'imaginaire collectif. Ce sont ces traces que vous allez
parcourir et explorer, pour mieux comprendre le
parcours de cet animal extraordinaire au sein du
territoire du Parc National Peneda-Gerês.
PARCOURS PROPOSÉ, JOUR APRES JOUR

Jour 1 | Bienvenu à la Branda Aveleira
Jour 2 | Hommes Vs Loup, la vie dans les montagnes
Jour 3 | Montagnes et Plateaux, le territoire du loup
Jour 4 | Départ

LE PROGRAMME
TYPOLOGIE

Observation de la faune

LIEU
DURÉE

Montagnes Peneda
4 jours

DIFFICULTÉ
Modéré

FOCUS SUR LES ESPÈCES
Garranos (Equus caballus), Loup ibérique
(Canis lupus), Busard Saint-Martin (Circus
cyaneus), Circaete Jean-Le Blanc (Circaetus
gallicus), Vautour fauve (Gyps fulvus),
chevreuil (capreolus capreolus).

PRIX SUR DEMANDE

INFORMATIONS/RESERVATIONS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Mountain villages

PENEDA GERÊS NATIONAL PARK

TRAVEL INFORMATION
Heritage/Culture

FOCUS
Unforgettable marks in the landscape and mountains
soul, the mountain villages are the granite pearls of
Peneda-Gerês National Park. Shaped by millenarian
battles Man vs Nature,
this rural heritage is the mirror of all the resistance
and perseverance of Man
over natural elements. Following the rhythm of
mountain way of life, we start with
transhumance, travelling from “brandas” and
“inverneiras”, revealing the strong links of
communitarian of the villages in the Serra Amarela.
Then we follow towards
the North-East of National Park to discover the
magical villages of the Barroso
lands, at the limits of Serra do Gerês.
DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome at Branda Aveleira
Day 2 | Castro Laboreiro, the plateau and the mountain
Day 3 | Brandas da Peneda, the transhumance footsteps
Day 4 | Soajo, communitarian spirit
Day 5 | The villages of Serra Amarela
Day 6 | Tourém and Pitões das Júnias
Day 7 | Barroso villages
Day 8 | Departure

Peneda-Gerês

LOCATION

8 Days

LENGTH
GRADING

Easy/Moderate day walks

HIGHLIGHTS
Rural heritage, local life, wolf associated
heritage, watermills , religious heritage,
granite granaries, XII century monastery,
local life and traditions, gastronomy,
mountain landscape.

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Discover
STONE GIANTS

TRAVEL INFORMATION

PENEDA GERÊS NATIONAL PARK

FOCUS

Granite peaks, granite houses, granite shelters,
granite footpaths, granite is in the DNA of this
territory. From mountain to mountain we are
going to discover more about the local culture of
this amazing national park and enjoy its incredible
landscapes.While passing by the villages we can
explore and appreciate the local constructions.
While walking at the mountains an amazing
landscape is waiting for us. At dinner always time
to taste the local specialities and discover some
new flavours.

LOCATION

Walking/landscape
Peneda-Gerês
8 Days

LENGTH
GRADING

Moderate day walks

HIGHLIGHTS
Rural heritage, local life, Iberian wolf
associated heritage, granite landscape ,
Peneda Sanctuary, Roman road, granite
granaries , gastronomy, wildlife.

DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome to Castro Laboreiro
Day 2 | Castro Laboreiro, valley and plateau.
Day 3 | Peneda, pilgrim footsteps
Day 4 | The villages of Serra Amarela
Day 5 | The old Roman road
Day 6 | Gerês, on the shepherds trails
Day 7 | Meadows on the top
Day 8 | Departure

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Discover
HISTORY AND TRADITION

TRAVEL INFORMATION

PENEDA GERÊS NATIONAL PARK

FOCUS

Travel back time to the origins of Peneda-Gerês
while walking along centenary mountain trails,
conquering the old border castles, visiting prehistory sites or while following the centurions
footsteps. These are just some of the adventures
waiting on a journey where the local traditions are
always present. From cooking bread at the village
oven, to the mountain pilgrimages there is a lot to
feel and experience. Not forgetting the emblematic
local gastronomy made with the most genuine land
products.

LOCATION

DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome at Tourém
Day 2 | Contraband, life in the border
Day 3 | Mountain stories and heritage, Pitões das Júnias
Day 4 | Gerês foothill villages
Day 5 | The old Roman Road
Day 6 | The rural life at Serra Amarela
Day 7| Lindoso and Soajo two stone jewels
Day 8 | Departure

LENGTH

Heritage/Culture
Peneda-Gerês
8 Days

GRADING
Easy day walks

HIGHLIGHTS
Cultural heritage, local life, Iberian wolf
associated heritage, granite granaries ,
Lindoso Castle, gastronomy, mountain
landscape, XII monastery.

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Discover
FROM END TO END

TRAVEL INFORMATION

PENEDA GERÊS NATIONAL PARK

FOCUS

From the extreme Northwest to the extreme
Northeast, there is an incredible culture and
landscape to discover. Starting in the heart of the
transhumance to the old stories of the contraband
routes, this journey through the Peneda-Gerês
National Park will be full of adventure a new
discoveries. From milenar oak tree forests, lakes,
border castles, wolf footprints, old monasteries there
is a lot waiting for you to explore.

DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome to Castro Laboreiro
Day 2 | Castro Laboreiro, the plateau and the mountain
Day 3 | The Man vs Wolf, Peneda Mountain
Day 4 | Mountain villages of serra Amarela
Day 5 | Travel back in time, Gerês
Day 6 | Tourém, the other side of Gerês Mountain.
Day 7 | Pitões das Júnias, mystic and magic
Day 8 | Departure

Heritage/Culture
Peneda-Gerês

LOCATION

8 Days

LENGTH
GRADING

Easy and Moderate day walks

HIGHLIGHTS
Peligrins footpaths, mountain villages, local
life, wolf associated heritage, religious
heritage, Castro Laboreiro Castle,
transhumance, gastronomy, mountain
landscape, wildlife, millenarian forest.

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Relax
LANDSCAPE AND TRADITION

TRAVEL INFORMATION

PENEDA GERÊS NATIONAL PARK

FOCUS

Take your time to enjoy the National Park unique
landscapes and cultural treasures. Starting in the
Northeast, the Barroso region best known for the
authenticity of the small villages, passing from
mountain to mountain we will get in to Minho region
where the green landscape is doted by small granite
mountain villages. Discover the flavours of an
unique gastronomy where the local products are the
kings.
From border castles, to mountain sanctuaries there is
a lot to discover on a land where traditions still
matter.
DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome to Montalegre
Day 2 | Barroso, land of strong traditions
Day 3 | Story of a Peninsula into Spain
Day 4 | Lindoso and Soajo, the two granite pearl
Day 5 | Land of the transhumance, Laboreiro
Day 6 | Mountain Sanctuaries
Day 7 | Melgaço, the heart of Alvarinho wine
Day 8 | Departure

Heritage/Culture
Peneda-Gerês

LOCATION

8 Days

LENGTH
GRADING

short walks/sightseeing

HIGHLIGHTS
Cultural heritage, local life, winetasting ,
religious heritage, granite granaries, local
gastronomy, mountain landscape,
mountain landscape.

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

Relax
WINE AND GASTRONOMY ADVENTURES
A TASTE OF YOUR TOUR
Surrounded by mountains and blessed by a special
climate, the Lima Valley is a special place of the pure
Portuguese cuisine and exceptional wines. From the
vegetable garden to the table, we have some magic in
the middle. With Mediterranean and Asian influence,
due to centuries of maritime expansion, there are
lots of surprises waiting on a dish. Always present at
the table Vinho Verde, the wine that represent so
well the region landscape and climate elements. Most
white Vinho Verde can be relied upon to be light and
aromatic, often with a light prickle of fizz, sometimes
with a touch of sweetness.The perfect match for the
local cuisine!

DAY BY DAY

Day 1 | Welcome drink at Ponte da Barca
Day 2 | The landscape and the wine varieties of the Lima Valley
Day 3 | The flavours of the mountains
Day 4 | Cook like a local, grandmother recipes edition
Day 5 | Departure

TRAVEL INFORMATION
FOCUS

food/wine tasting

LOCATION

Peneda Mountain
5 Days

LENGTH
GRADING

short walks/sightseeing

HIGHLIGHTS
Cultural heritage, Vinho Verde wine tasting,
local products, mountain landscapes, Quintas,
vineyards, masterclass Portuguese cuisine.

PRICE ON REQUEST

INFORMATIONS/BOOKINGS
GO2NATURE
Tel: +351 258 452 250
Email: info@go2nature.pt

